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n 2020, a week before our country’s first lockdown due to Covid-19, we were invited by the
Rotary Club of Claremont to assist as
Start-Up Marshals at the Cape Town
Cycle Race, formerly the Argus Cycle
Tour.
We must have proven ourselves capable of handling our allocated tasks
as were once again asked to assist in
2021, this time as perimeter Marshalls,
where we, with our military experience as radio operators, and practising
sound voice procedures, could perform crowd control positioned at various vantage and “hot” spots around
and close to the city’s Grand Parade.
This year we have been invited for
the third time to again do perimeter
duties as we did in 2021.
This event is one of the most popular cycle races in the world and is now
in its 44th year, having been going
since 1978.
Annually, cyclists from all over
South Africa and abroad, gather in
Cape Town to participate in this world
famous event. This year 22,500 cyclists enrolled, whereas normally
about 35,000 cyclists enter.
Readers’ attention is drawn to our
Special Issue No 13 in March 2020
which covered our first involvement
in this race, when we placed numerous
photographs depicting cyclists and our
team’s involvement.

The race is usually held on the second Sunday in March, but in 2021 it
had to be postponed until 10 October
because of the lock down restrictions
at the time. Refer to ‘Jimmy’s Own’
issue of December 2021 which sets
out in greater detail the background to
this huge cycle event.
This year it took place on Sunday, 13
March 2022 when 16 of our members
and friends participated as “watchdogs” and radio operators from the
corner of Adderley and Strand Streets.
Then into Stand Street, right into Plein
Street, left into Darling Street and left
into Buitenkant Street up to the Starting line at the Castle on the corner of
Buitenkant and New Market Streets,
from where the cyclists took off over
on the Eastern Boulevard all the way
to Cape Point and back along the Atlantic sea board behind table mountain, via Sea Point and Mouille Point
to the Finish line at the Cape Town
Stadium.
We feel proud of once again being
invited by the organisers in assisting
with this huge event and wish to thank
them for placing their trust in us. Our
members seem to thoroughly enjoy
being part of the excitement that goes
with being a cog in the wheel of such
a huge event, seeing so many cyclists
verging into the city centre from all
corners in Cape Town. It is adrenalin
pumping stuff and each year we seem
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to have more and more individuals
volunteering to help keep our name in
high esteem.
My thanks go to our Vice Chairman, Geoff Laskey who is our regular
cycle race co-ordinator. Geoff, as former commanding officer of 71 Signal
Unit, is well placed to co-ordinate and
manage our involvement as part of a
much greater and intricately woven
event.
We publish below a few photographs paying testimony to our participation since reporting for duty at
04:00 in the early hours of Sunday, 13
March 2022.
The following of our Management
Committee and members did us the
honours:
• Geoff Laskey (Vice Chairman)
who headed our participating team
• Robbie Roberts (Chairman)
• Ian Robertson (Member of Manco and also member of the Rotary
Club of Claremont)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adi Fourie (Member)
Jeffery Marcus (Member)
TracyLee Downing (Member)
Jessy Marcus (Friend of the Association)
Joseph Zegal (Member)
Kevin Whistler (Friend of the Association)
JJ Bekker (Friend of the Association)

TOP: Fahmy Rhode (Member of
Manco), Joseph Zegal (Member)
and Alfred de Vries (Member),
who did point duty on the one
corner of the Castle in Buitenkant/
Strand Streets .

(All three of the above served as Officers Commanding 71 Signal Unit)
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Howard Shagom (Secretary General)
Wilna Bekker (Treasurer)
Pierre Fourie (Public Relations
Officer)
Piet Jordaan (Member of Manco)
Alfred de Vries (Member of Manco)
Fahmy Rhode (Member of Manco)

RIGHT: Wilna Bekker reports
back to Zero Charlie.

Robbie Roberts
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Our “Cycle Team” (all the Jimmies) below. Photo taken at 04:00 on
Cape Town’s Grand Parade.
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Cape Town Cycle Tour History

It all began with a leisurely breakfast in 1977. The breakfastees – engineer Bill Mylrea and architect John
Stegmann – can even remember what
the breakfast cost: a princely R1. The
subject was cycling, cycling safety for
the small number of recreational cyclists who travelled the roads of the
Western Cape, and mobility for the
masses.
What Cape Town needed as it expanded apace, more than anything
else, was a network of safe and efficient cycle paths that would keep riders safe and allow commuters to get
to and from work swiftly and in one
piece. After many years of submitting, pleading, begging and cajoling,
these efforts were getting nowhere,
mainly thanks to government’s lack
of will, and partly because of lack of
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kickbacks. Not even a 3 000-signature
petition could persuade the Department of Transport to just look into the
possibilities. It became clear that the
established cyclists needed to revolt.
And so they did. Mylrea and Stegmann created The Big Ride In.
Held under the auspices of the newly formed Western Province Pedal
Power Association (now called PPA)
in 1977, it set out to demonstrate that,
actually, a lot of people rode bikes.
And so they did, with hundreds riding into the Cape Town CBD, to the
City Hall, the Grand Parade, Adderley Street and the Foreshore. Included
in their number was the mayor, John
Tyers. And it was impressive, to all
but the relevant authority, which still
saw no future for bike paths. From this
hugely unsuccessful success was born
the Peninsula Marathon – a gruelling

event that would, according to the experts at the WPPPA ‘require at least
two months’ preparation’. They even
went as far as recommending: ‘Unless
you are able to spend R300–R500 on
a super machine, your best bet is a tenspeed tourer (with drop handlebars,
if you like) for around R100 new, or
R50–R75 second-hand.’ The Peninsula Marathon never saw the light of day,
as an event. In late 1978 legendary
Cape Town mountain biker and potter
Steve Shapiro harangued the marketing folk at The Argus (where he was
working at the time) to get involved.
It was to be a mass-participation
event open to all who wanted to enter.
That second bit was important: this
was a trying time for forward-thinking sports administrators, and actually
for forward-thinking humans. From
the outset, the organising committee

wanted the Cycle Tour to be an official, sanctioned event, but no matter
how much the Department of Sport
loved the idea and wanted a part of
it, their proviso that it only be open to
white participants remained a stumbling block, to the degree that Mylrea
was forced to write the department’s
representative an extremely polite letter in the build-up to the event, telling him that this was a non-segregated
event. But the spirit of cycling, and its
inclusivity, prevailed, and on 28 October 1978 over 500 cyclists left the
start line outside the Castle in Strand
Street.
The route we know and love today
almost didn’t happen, on a number
of levels. Initially, a number of options were looked at – northwards to
Melkbos and back; out to Paarl for a
250–300km return trip; at one point it
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was even going to be a two-dayer –
before the founding fathers settled on
a start as close to the City Hall as they
dared, before heading south along
the newly built Blue Route freeway
and on down to Simon’s Town. From
there, the initial plan was to head into
the Cape Point Nature Reserve, turn
around at the farthest point, and for
the riders to return whence they came.
Unfortunately (or fortunately, if the
thought of 35,000 riders negotiating
that narrow reserve road in two directions is too scary), the managers of the
park, SANParks in today’s parlance,
threw their toys out of the cot, and
rather than kowtow to yet another quasi-government department, the organisers decided to bypass the entrance
to the reserve and head through Misty
Cliffs, over Slangkop and then Chapman’s Peak and Suikerbossie, before
finishing at the lamp-post opposite
what is now The Bay Hotel (it was
called the Rotunda in 1978), where a
pair of tables welcomed finishers.
The plan was to start with a bang
– the SADF was persuaded to ‘fire’ a
cannon from one of the Castle ramparts; in reality, they agreed to put a
thunderflash in what looked like a
cannon. At 07:00, precisely nothing
happened, as those entrusted with our
national safety failed completely to ignite the glorified firework, housed in a
cannonesque steel pipe that was also
packed with flour to simulate smoke.
After some muttering, a second attempt was made, with disastrous ef10

fect as the entire contraption blew up.
Thankfully nobody was hurt, and the
first batch of riders – the non-registered – got under way.
From its infancy, the Cycle Tour set
standards in world cycling, and world
sport. This was to be the first time that
the average Joes would race the same
course at the same time as the officially sanctioned racing cyclists. The
world and national governing bodies
were, and still are, dead set against this
happening, for any number of nonsensical reasons, but the organisers were
determined to have a celebration of
cycling for all cyclists, so the splitgroup arrangement was instituted to
great effect. The event would separate
the two well into the 1990s, and the
federations are still, regularly, treating
‘their’ riders with dire consequences
if they ride this unsanctioned monster,
41 years later. Thankfully, sense prevails each time, unmentionables are
unknotted and the biggest timed bike
race in the world marches on.
This race was originally planned to
run over 140 km (87 miles), including
a leg to Cape Point, but was reduced to
a 104 km (65 mi) route when authority to enter the then Cape Point Nature
Reserve was refused. The organisers
convinced an initially reluctant Cape
Argus, a local newspaper and sponsor,
to grant the event the right to use its
name.
The Cape Town Cycle Tour is now
an annual cycle race, usually 109 km
(68 miles) long. It is the first event

TOP: Geoff and our Secretary General Howard Shagom manning the Observation Tower in the centre of the city’s Grand Parade.
BELOW: Jeffrey Marcus and Kevin Whistler are all prepared for the rain.
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outside Europe to be included in the
Union Cycliste Internationale’s Golden Bike Series.
South Africa hosts some of the largest, by number of entrants, sporting
events in the world with three being
the largest of their type. The Cape
Town Cycle Tour, with as many as 35
000 cyclists taking part, is the world’s
largest individually timed cycle race.
The other two are the world’s largest ultra-marathon running event, the
Comrades Marathon, and the world’s
largest open water swim, the Midmar
Mile.
The Cycle Tour forms the last leg of
the Giro del Capo, a multi-stage race
for professional and leading registered
riders.
It is traditionally staged on the second Sunday of March and has enjoyed well known competitors such
as Miguel Indurain, Jan Ulrich and
Lance Armstrong.
The event now forms part of one of
five cycling events which take place
over a period of one week starting a
week before the Cycle Tour and culminating in the Cycle Tour. The other
events include:
• Tricycle Tour (youngsters under 6
years of age)
• Junior Cycle Tour (youngsters between 6 and 12 years of age)
• MTB Challenge (Mountain Bike)
• Giro del Capo (5-day pro stage
race, the last day of which is the
Cycle Tour itself)
In recent years the race has usual12

ly followed a scenic circular route
from Cape Town down the Cape
Peninsula and back. The start is on
the Grand Parade in the city centre
in front of the City Hall. It then follows a short section of the N2 called
Nelson Mandela Boulevard, then the
M3 to Muizenberg, and then Main
Road along the False Bay coast to
Simon’s Town and Smitswinkel Bay.
The route then crosses the peninsula
in a westerly direction, past the entrance to Cape of Good Hope section
of the Table Mountain National Park
(within which Cape Point is situated).
It then heads north along the Atlantic
coast through Scarborough, Kommetjie, Noordhoek, Chapmans Peak, Hout
Bay over Suikerbossie hill to Camps
Bay and ends next to the Cape Town
Stadium in Green Point.
The ride was first won by Lawrence
Whittaker in September 1978.
The course records for conventional bicycles for the 110 km course over
Chapman’s Peak are:
• Men: 02:27:29 by Robbie Hunter
(2008)
• Women: 02:44:04 by Renee Scott
(1991)
The record for the highest number
of consecutive victories within a competitor’s age group belongs to Penny
Krohn, who scored 25 such age group
wins.
By far the quickest time ever recorded (and highest ever average
speed) was set on the 105 km course
in 1993 by Wimpie van der Merwe in

his fully faired recumbent (02:16:40,
averaging 46.1 km/h).
The oldest cyclist to complete the
race within the maximum allowed seven hours is Japie Malan (92 years old
at the time) during the 2012 Cyle Tour
– on a tandem in a time of 05:49:00.
He is the oldest man (90 years old at
the time) to complete the race on a
single bicycle during the 2010 Cycle
Tour in a time of 06:48:52. He is also
the oldest man to have ridden the Argus for the first time, which he did in
2004 when he was 84 years old. The
oldest woman to complete the race
is Mary Warner (80 years old at the
time) during the 2006 tour, in a time

of 06:43:38.
All proceeds from the cycle tour and
its sub-events in the Lifecycle Week
go to its two beneficiaries, namely the
Pedal Power Association (PPA) and
the Rotary Club of Claremont. Over
R45 million has been distributed back
into social upliftment and cycling development the last five years through
PPA and Rotary. The PPA uses its share
of the proceeds to develop cycling in
various communities and to promote
recreational cycling throughout South
Africa. The Rotary club of Claremont
uses its share across numerous projects that improve the lives of those in
need in the local community.

BELOW: (L-R) Wilna Bekker (our Treasurer), Tracy Lee Downing (Member)
and Piet Jordaan (Member of Manco), our three members who did point duty
on the one corner of Plein and Darlings Streets
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LEFT: Our youngest member Jesse
Marcus.

ABOVE: (L-R) JJ Bekker (Friend of Ass), Pierre Fourie (our Public Relations
Officer) and Adi Fourie (Member) who did point duty on the one corner of
Strand and Buitenkant Streets.
BELOW: Like father, like son Jeffrey and Jesse Marcus.

RIGHT: Kevin Whistler protecting his
Nike’s.
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Wilna Bekker and Tracy Downing observing their point of duty.
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